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Complete fuel storage solutions
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Designed specifically
for the transport
industry.

THE LOGITANK BLUE
COMBINED DIESEL AND DEF STORAGE
WITHING THE ONE UNIT

Helping you get ahead
LOGITANK has designed a

had from buying bulk diesel; having

Diesel Exhaust Fluid is not an

dual compartment, combined

that diesel available at convenient

additive that is added directly to

Diesel and Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF)

refuelling stations … as well as being

diesel so needs it’s own storage and

tank, to store both fluids within the

able to dispense DEF to trucks fitted

dispensing system.

one unit.

with Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) equipment at the same time.

The Logitank Blue provides

Another major benefit is the reduced
footprint taken by storing both

customers with a cost effective

SCR requires the replenishment

fluids in a single tank; as opposed to

method of storing and dispensing

of DEF fluid (commonly known

having a separate DEF tank taking

both Diesel and DEF from the one

as AdBlue® in Australia) which

up additional space in your depot or

unit for depot and home base

is sprayed into the exhaust of

yard.

refuelling.

trucks (after the diesel has been
combusted) and helps to convert

For more information on how we

The main benefit being customers

oxides of nitrogen into harmless gas

can help your business please get in

within the transport industry are

and water vapour.

touch.

able to take advantage of the savings
We look forward to helping you get
ahead.
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LOGITANK BLUE

Logitank Blue

LOGITANK BLUE LTBL 60

LOGITANK BLUE LTBL 60

The LOGITANK BLUE provides customers with a cost effective method of storing and dispensing both Diesel and
AdBlue®, AUS32 or other DEF products from the one unit for depot and home base refuelling. A major benefit
is the reduced footprint taken by storing both fluids in a single tank; as opposed to having a separate AdBlue®,
AUS32 or other DEF tank taking up additional space in your depot or yard.

Logitank Blue
diesel safe fill
litres

def safe fill
litres

length
mm

width
mm

height*
mm

LTBL 26

21,500

4,300

6,058

2,438

2,896

LTBL 60

55,600

7,000

12,192

2,438

2,896

LTBL 104

94,500

10,000

14,630

2,438

3,365

model

* tank height only; excludes external pipework
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Get in touch
 sales@logitank.com.au

 www.logitank.com.au
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Information and photographs are for marketing purposes only and considered accurate at time of publication. Actual product may differ to images
shown due to continual improvement processes, design changes and optional extras. V2A; Released 0616

